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How To Draw Your Pet
Michael Garton and Paul Moran (Illustrated By Michael
Garton and Paul Moran)

Description
A must-have gift for budding young artists and animal lovers alike. How To Draw Your Pet
contains simple step-by-step instructions on how to draw a wide selection of pets - from
household favourites to the slightly more exotic. Learn how to draw realistic cats, dogs,
goldfish, parrots and much more. Includes handy, blank space sections where kids can
practise their pet or trace an example if the task is too tricky. Once children have
mastered the art of constructing animal shapes, they can then practise their new-found
skills by adding the pets, and a splash of colour, to the scenes inside.

Sales Points
A must-have gift for budding young artists and animal lovers alike
Contains simple step-by-step instructions on how to draw a wide selection of pets -
from household favourites to the slightly more exotic. Readers will learn how to draw
realistic cats, dogs, horses, goldfish, parrots and much more
Includes handy, blank space sections where kids can practise their pet or trace an
example if the task is too tricky
Once children have mastered the art of constructing animal shapes, they can then
practise their new-found skills by adding the pets, and a splash of colour, to the scenes
inside

Reviews
'Plenty of fun for any age and any ability' - Parents in Touch

Author Biography
Paul Moran is a UK-based illustrator who has many years of experience in producing
artwork for books, magazines and toys using both digital and traditional techniques.
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